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5 Ways to Use Journaling to Build Your Freedom 

Business Faster 

(even if you've never journaled before)



I'm a Mindset & Business Coach working with ambitious and determined women who want to 

quit their 9-5 and start their Freedom Business without giving into fear, overwhelm and all 

those pesky mindset blocks that can get in the way. 

You see, I've been in that situation where I was stuck in a rut in my job, unable to see a way 

out and feeling stagnant and unfulfilled. But I had no clue where to start, either in getting 

into the right mind frame for success or which practical steps to take.  There were times when 

I felt like I was going round and round in ever increasing circles with no way out. 

Since then, I've started a total of 3 businesses. 2 of which followed the "Freedom" model and 

one of which was totally the wrong business for me to start (long story but you can read about 

it here). The good news was that I was able to get clients and make sales in all of them (I 

proved to myself I wasn't a fluke!) and they gave me a clear idea of what my strengths are, 

what I was passionate about and what makes me tick (that's helping women quit unfulfilling 

and soul-sucking jobs to create  a life and business that they love.) 

Crucially, they gave me the skillset and toolkit to help other women escape the 
corporate drudgery and carve out amazing lives for themselves. 

One of my key challenges when starting my businesses was getting in the right mindset 
for success. Journaling is a powerful tool that helped me cultivate that mindset and
after being a reluctant starter, I love it so much and think everyone should do it. Below 
I share, why and how journaling helped me (and how it will help you) and some quick 
tips on how you can get started.  

So if you are where I was, and you don't know where to start, i'd also love to offer you the 

chance to hop on a call hop on a call with me for a complimentary 30 minutes Freedom 
Business Builder Session here. During this call, I will help you plan your own Freedom 

Business so that you can quit your 9-5 and live a life of freedom, flexibility and fulfilment.  

Booking is super simple, click this link, find a suitable time and date, show up on the day for 

our chat. Easy!  
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Tasmin

Hi, I'm Tasmin 

http://bit.ly/FBBapply
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Journal Tip 1 

Journal Tip 2

Journal Tip 3

Developing a rock solid mindset 
If there's one thing that's certain about starting a business is that it can bring up fears, 
doubts, and insecurities in overdrive. Fear of success, fear of failure, fear of what others will 
think, doubts whether you can make it. There can be a serious amount of mindset 
interference coming up before you even get started. Using a journal to record your thoughts 
is a great way to manage them and get them down on paper. Pretty soon, you will notice the 
same thoughts that re-appear making it easier to understand and work through the blocks.  

In fact, when you find yourself writing the same beliefs and blocks over and over again, it will 
increase your determination to overcome them. No one wants to sound like a broken record!

When you are first starting out in business there are so many things to think about, from 
getting clear on your message, website, social media, branding, ideal client, marketing 
strategies, systems & structures.   
Journaling can help you work through all your different options from choosing your marketing 
strategies to refining your message.  You can then come up with a plan and prioritise your 
options leading you to make quicker progress. 

As you progress in your business, once you have the basics in place, you will start to think about 
more sophisticated ways of getting your ideal clients to come to you. This will involve mapping 
out sales funnels, lead magnets, landing pages etc. which can cause confusion.  
Journaling is a great way to map out your strategies and delve into exactly what outcomes you 
are looking for and the best strategy to achieve that. Alternatively, it may just help you make 
sense of everything and deepen your understanding. 

Getting Clarity 

Mapping out Strategies 
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Journal Tip 4

Journal Tip 5

Journaling is a great way to capture ideas both for current client offerings or those that come to 
you in a moment of inspiration but you're not quite ready to take action on.  
You can use your journal to flesh out ideas, collect inspiration or just simply as a way to 
consider the validity of an idea. Pouring out your thoughts in this way, may bring a fresh angle 
or something that you hadn't considered before. Often a variation on an idea can give it new 
meaning leading to some of your best work. Use journaling to get you there. 

Capture Ideas

Evidence of Progress 

Building a business can sometimes feel like it's a long slog and progress can sometimes be 
slower than you would like it to be. If you are the sort of person who beats themselves up about 
not making as much progress as they think they should be doing, journaling can be an amazing 
way to track progress. Usually, so long as you are taking action and focused on taking steps 
forward every day, you will have made more progress than you thought which you could have 
overlooked because you're so focused on getting to your goal. Its a great way to go back and 
see how far you have come and to recognise and acknowledge the small wins. 
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Quick Tips

Without, doubt, the most common mistake when it comes to journaling is not committing to 
making it a regular practice which results in not getting the most out of it.  
If you have decided to make more use of journaling as you grow your business (and you 
should), it's essential that you commit it to regular practice especially if you are to get the 
benefits outlined above  
Commit to spending time daily on this practice. Use some of the quick tips below to enhance 
your journaling chops even further. 

Common Mistakes

Quick Tips to Propel your journaling prowess into the stratosphere 

Consistency wins the day - it's better to have a daily journaling practice of just 5-10 
minutes daily rather than 50 minutes sporadically
Look back regularly and review - it's the only surefire way to see how far you have come 
and you will feel great when you do it. 
Make it an experience. Buy a beautiful journal that you love and can't wait to write in. I 
got the one below as a present recently and love it. You can get it here.* 
Optimise your Environment. Sit somewhere where you can fully express yourself 
creatively. It doesn't have to be flash, could be your garden, a coffee shop, your favourite 
room in the house.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/1439722242/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=6738&creativeASIN=1439722242&linkCode=as2&tag=wwwtasminsaba-21
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Questions

There is nothing worse than sitting in front of a blank page and having no idea what to write. 
You can't maximise the benefits of journaling if you can't even get started! If you're struggling 
to get the creative juices flowing, use the questions below to build up some momentum 
around your writing. Pick a question a day for the next 10 days and answer it in as much 
detail as possible 

What to write 

1. What does your ideal day look like? 

2. Imagine you’re not afraid – what 3 things would you go ahead and do? Explain why. 

3. What 3 unhelpful habits would you most like to break? Explain why. 

4. What positive habit would you most like to start? Explain why. 

5. Imagine you’re in your 90s and reflecting on the story of your life. What memories 
would you like to share? 

6. What do you want to do more of in your life? 

7. What do you want less of? 

8. What advice would you give to your five year old self? Sixteen year old self? Twenty 
One Year old Self, Thirty, Forty etc? (as applicable) 

9. What excites you ? 

10. What would you do if you weren’t afraid? 
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SAVE 80% 
only
$27 

Click on image for full details and to buy or go 
to http://bit.ly/JYJournal 

ENTER COUPON CODE JUMP80

Add subheading

READY TO DIVE DEEPER & UNLEASH THE POWER OF JOURNALING IN YOUR LIFE & BIZ?  

NEXT STEPS

Introducing JUMPSTART YOUR JOURNALING

Self Study Course

http://bit.ly/JYJournal
http://bit.ly/JYJournal

